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Sykdomspulsen
Covid-19
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Sykdomspulsen



Sykdomspulsen
drat

(R package repo)
SykdomspulsenAirflow

Sykdomspulsen analytics
(FHI implementation)

Sykdomspulsen core
(generic)

DB

data
+

results

Sykdomspulsen websites

(shiny)

Sykdomspulsen APIs

(plumber)

FHIverse
(R packages)

- fhidata
- fhimaps
- fhiplot
- org
- plnr
- attrib
- spread

Data

Reports/graphs/excel files/emails



fhiverse
A set of R packages designed to solve analytical problems that FHI sees 
every day while doing real-time surveillance of infectious diseases



fhiverse
fhidata (structural data)

Redistricting of municipalities/counties (happens extremely frequently in our current political 
climate)

Names of locations
“Oslo”, “Oslo (city)”, “Oslo city”, “Oslo municipality”, “Oslo (m)”, “Oslo county”, “Oslo County”????????
Consistent ordering of locations in tables!

granularity_geo
nation, county, notmainlandcounty, missingcounty, municip, notmainlandmunicip, missingmunicip, wardoslo, extrawardoslo, 
missingwardoslo, wardbergen, missingwardbergen, wardstavanger, missingwardstavanger, wardtrondheim, missingwardtrondheim, 
baregion, region, faregion
We create ‘data skeletons’ for all granularity_geo’s, so that our statisticians never need to think about “How do I deal with merging 
datasets that are missing rows?”

Location hierarchy
Nation <-> Trondelag (county) <-> Trondheim (municipality) <-> Østbyen (ward)

Population files
Also convenience functions that allow the user to aggregate to any age categories they want



fhiverse
• fhimaps (maps that don’t require geolibraries and are consistent with fhidata naming)

• Kommunesammenslåing 2017, 2019, 2020
• Fylkekart, kommunekart, delt fylkekart, delt kommunekart, fylkekart med Oslo innlegg, 

kommunekart med Oslo innlegg
• Labelling points for all fylke/kommuner
• Can create a map in 5 lines of code with zero geolibrary dependencies

• fhiplot (lets people easily create graphs according to FHI style guidelines)
• spread (infectious disease spread model that is already set up to run with Norwegian structural data 

thanks to fhidata) 
• org (run the same code on different computers with different folder names, fundamental to the 

covid daily/weekly reports)
• plnr (enables the creation of reports with hundreds of different data sources and hundreds of 

different/independent outputs – fundamental to the covid daily/weekly reports)
• All researchers can use FHIverse packages, which increases the efficiency of the institute, and makes 

all of our analyses/outputs more consistent across different teams!



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
• Infrastructure that allows for real time:

• Data extraction (e.g. weather data)
• Data cleaning/harmonization (100s of data sources, 100 million+ rows of data)
• Analysis (100 000+ analyses per day)
• Graph/table/report/email creation

• Focus on:
• Only using statistical languages! The user will never write C#, SQL, JS, or anything besides R!
• Easy and sustainable harmonization
• Speed/high performance
• Reliability
• Easy to debug/develop with
• Sustainability when increasing number of data sources/analyses/outputs

• Why do we need it?
• We didn’t have a good way to handle the increasing number of data sources, analyses, and 

tasks
• Our old code (Versions 1-6) meant that «more data/analyses/tasks» -> more complex code
• Sykdomspulsen’s (V7) level of complexity stays the same, regardless of the number of tasks!



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
sKUHR

Receive daily updates for all of Norway
Aggregate -> clean -> harmonize -> upsert -> analyse
DB table long format = 200 000 000 rows, wide format = 20 000 000 rows
Analysis combination = (age group) * (ICPC-2 code) * (fylke/kommune) * 
(years) = 100 000+ analyses = 24 minutes (runs in parallel) -> 4 500 000 rows
of results

Excess mortality monitoring
Receive weekly updates for all of Norway
Aggregate -> clean -> harmonize -> upsert -> analyse
DB table = 2 100 000 rows
Analysis combination = (age group) * (county) * (years) = 1000 analyses = 2 
minutes (runs in parallel) -> 65 000 rows of results

Attributable mortality
Analyses a combination of weather + KUHR + covid-19 + mortality

Orchestration/dependency of tasks is handled externally, using Airflow



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
Database manager

Mandatory 
common fields 
for structural 
variables

Very explicit variable names
Iso…. Seasonweek…

Redundant variables to make 
it easy for analysis

Consistent variable naming, 
which is extremely explicit

Only English is allowed, 
except for names of things 
(registries: msis, sysvak, 
daar)

You identify unique rows of 
data. Sykdomspulsen core 
handles the rest.



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
Database tables

We create ‘data skeletons’ for all granularity_geo’s, so that our statisticians never 

need to think about “How do I deal with merging datasets that are missing rows?”

Very easy to duplicate database tables. All db tables that will be used in a website 

have particular prefixes (e.g. “webkht_*”, “weboh_*”, “fhino_api_*”). We copy 

from our data/analysis db tables into webkht_* db tables.
Very important, because vaccine data must be used in the morning report at 0630, but it’s not allowed to be 
displayed on the website before 1300. Hence, we have two db tables: vaccine_data (updated at 0630) and 
webkht_vaccine_data (a duplicate of vaccine_data at 1300).

All database table updates are automatically logged in a central db table that 

makes it very easy to display on our website “graph/table last updated…”



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
Tasks

How literally everything is done ☺ Data cleaning/importing, analyses, 

report creation, graphs, emails…

Designed to work exactly like a single interactive independent script on 

your computer (line 1, line 2, line 3…)

No loops, minimal amount of data, the “core of the problem”
“I have been given data for 0-4 year old males in Oslo in 2012, what analysis will I run on this 
data?”

Does not need high R levels to work on editing the task



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
Task manager

The only permitted loops are defined 
in the task manager, not in the task 
(allows for very easy parallelization)

Arguments

What will I do with my data?

How do I get my data?

What database tables can I access?

Immediate 
parallelization



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
Task data selector

Allows us to jump directly into the 
function, like it’s a normal script

Extracting the data that is required 
for the analysis

Restrict on location_code (comes 
from the plan!). This is basically “the 
loop”.



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
Task action

Allows us to jump directly into the 
function, like it’s a normal script

Code goes here. No loops!!

Upsert to database. So easy!

Can test entire task



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
How do I navigate the tasks?



Sykdomspulsen analytics/core
How do I remember everything?



Task orchestration (airflow)



Sykdomspulsen analytics
How do we implement it?

We have two parallel systems
Sykdomspulsen analytics automatic
Sykdomspulsen analytics interactive

Both have their own databases, airflow implementations, and folders

Sykdomspulsen analytics interactive also has an active Rstudio Server 

installation
Extremely fast, low latency, close to the data
Only text is transmitted to the user
User just needs to use an internet browser
Can work for 8 hours remotely, using datasets that are 200 000 000 rows, and only use 50 MB of
internet data



Sykdomspulsen analytics
How do we implement it?

We use docker containers to:
Freeze R packages
Ensure that all statisticians have exactly the same environment as the production environment
Ensure that we can update everything instantaneously, without having any issues or forgetting
anything/anyone



Sykdomspulsen websites

Implemented using the «shiny» R package

Production/test websites are implemented in Docker containers

Interactive development:
Was done via Rstudio locally installed on a windows computer
Is now done via Rstudio Server

Code is very similar to code used to produce the daily/weekly report, so there are efficiencies there
as well

Uses same «fhiverse» R-packages as Sykdomspulsen Analytics

Fetches the data/results directly from the SQL databases (using R wrappers)

Manipulates the data using the gold-standard R packages designed for these tasks

Produces graphs/tables using the gold-standard R packages designed for these tasks



Sykdomspulsen websites
Efficient development

Interactive map comes from 

«fhimaps»

40 lines of code



Sykdomspulsen websites
Efficient development

25 lines of code

Can iterate and test a new version
of the graph in under 10 seconds

Incredibly fast development

Incredibly flexible

Perfect for the pandemic!!!

Uses «fhiplot» so that the
styles/colors/themes are the same 
on the website and in all reports



Sykdomspulsen websites
Key features for success

Having a very strong analytics platform producing extremely standardized

database tables

Ability to duplicate database tables very easily at given time points

Fhiverse R-packages and tutorials ensuring consistent output throughout the 

institute, and ensuring that all “structural data” is 100% identical in all 

analyses/infrastructure and easily updated

Using statistical languages (R) everywhere

Docker images ensuring 100% consistent environments for all users on all servers


